Rules Wilf Gaye Memorial Cup Contest 2015
to be held during the Club Field Day & BBQ
Time & Date:

The Field Day will be held from 0900-2100hrs on Sunday 21 June 2015
BST. However, the competition will be held from1000-2000hrs BST, on
the same day, to allow an hour for setting up and an hour at the end of the
day for dismantling and handing in paperwork.

Operating Restrictions:
Portable within the Fairlight Country Park, powered from other
than the mains electricity supply. (Operation from a stationary vehicle
within the Park boundaries is permitted) Entries restricted to a single
operator, but operators may use more than one transmitter. Operation
through Repeaters not permitted.
Frequencies restrictions:
All amateur bands except WARC Bands (10, 17 & 12m). Because
of the close proximity of all the stations, a ballot will be held at 2 hourly
intervals for each band on which more than one station wishes to operate.
Object:

To collect every letter of the alphabet from the first & last letters of the
suffixes, and the numbers (0-9), from the callsigns of stations worked and
logged. The suffix for this contest being the LICENCED callsign only,
therefore, the LOCATIONAL suffix cannot be counted ie. /p, /m, etc.
To work any other HERC member for one additional bonus point.
A single bonus of five points to be awarded for all 4 letters that spell the
initials HERC, from those letters that have already been collected.

Scoring:

One point for each different letter and number (so maximum of 36)

Bonus Points:

One additional point for every HERC member worked.
Five additional points if all 4 letters in HERC have been collected.

Multipliers:

10Watt or less into the antenna = x2
1 Watt or less into the antenna = x3

Logs:

All times to be logged as BST. Cover and Log sheets to be handed to the
coordinator by the end of the event for independent adjudication. In the
event of a tie, the winner will be the earliest station that achieved the
winning score.

